Genetics of antigenic variation in African trypanosomes.
The major surface antigens of Trypanosoma brucei are the VSG (variant surface glycoprotein) at the bloodstream stage, and procyclin at the procyclic stage. Variation in the VSG allows the parasite to escape the antibody response of its mammalian host. This occurs through either DNA rearrangement in the telomeric VSG gene expression site, or alternate activation, without DNA rearrangement, of different telomeric expression sites. The VSG and procyclin genes each belong to large, polycistronic transcription units. Although the promoters of these units are both active at the two main stages of the parasite life cycle, stage-specific controls operating at the level of RNA elongation and processing lead to strictly differential expression of the end products of the two units. Despite their mutually exclusive control of expression, the VSG and procyclin transcription units share common characteristics. Both contain a similar gene, and both are transcribed by the same type of RNA polymerase, unusually resistant to alpha-amanitin. Among the eight genes present in the VSG transcription unit, two may be involved in the synthesis of cyclic AMP. The function of the other genes is unknown.